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oncession stand
offers alternative
by Tracy Enlow
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Whatever you do, don't call
it "that hot dog place."
The concession stand
between the library and the
Heal th-Physics building has a
name and a new look.
The name of the food
establishment is "Ray Lyn
Place,'' after the owner Ray
Permaul and his wife Lyn.
The new look is the addition
of tables and benches, along
with a small wooden partition
that now houses Permaul's
cart. Permaul hopes that
these additions to his
business will attract more
customers, as well as beautify
the campus.

The appearance of these
new features may seem
sudden, but Permaul explains
that the changes have been
under consideration for quite
some time.
Originally, the owner had
planned to add the tables and
chairs so his customers could
enjoy their meals in comfort.
Gradually the idea evolved
into a whole new look.
So far, customer reaction
has been enthusiastic.
"I think it's great. It's a
great place to stop when
you're in a hurry," states
customer Cheri Milewski.
John Debo, another of
Permaul's patrons agrees. "I
think the competition's good.
SEE FOOD PAGE 4

Rob Peery/ Central Florido Future

The concession stand by the Health and Physics building is becoming a permaneant
eating alternative tor students at UCF.

Kalifeh to speak at UCF;
noted Arabic writer
dimensions of the underprivileged society.
Her works include We Are Not Your Slaves
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Any Longer, 1974, produced as a series for
the Middle East Broadcasting Service in
1980 and for Egyptian television in 1981;
Sahar Khalifeh, 45, a noted Arabic writer,
Cactus, 1976, translated into five languages
is the latest author to visit UCF as part of the
and now under production as a movie in
World Writers Series.
Syria; and Sunflower, 1980, translated into
Khalifeh will give a public reading with
seven languages and under production as a
Rowena Torrevillas, an award-winning poet
movie in Cairo.
and short story writer from the Philippines,
Khalifeh worked with five feminist
Jan. 16 from 12 to 2 p.m. in the Board of
organizations to produce and act in the film
Regents Room in the Administration
Fertile Memory, 1980, which won three
Building. 'on Jan. 18 at 4 p.m. Khalif~h will
also do a public reading at the Atlantic international awards at film festivals in
Carthage, Berlin and Cannes. .
Center for the Arts in New Smyrna Beach.
K;halifeh enjoys painting, which she said
· The Department of English, in cooperation
helped her writing. "Critics have said of my
with the University of Iowa International
Writing Program and the Atlantic Center for · novels that one can visualize the scenes and
characters· as if they are in a painting,'' she
the Arts, is sponsoring these activities as
explained. She defines her writing as
part of its writers series.
"It is much easier for an ambitious woman "visual" and plans to continue publishing.
Khalifeh received a bachelor's degree in
have a good career in America than it is in
English-American Literature from Birzeit_,_
Palestine," explained Khalifeh.
''It is very liberating in America,'' she said, University in 1978 and published her first
"yet it ~s also very lonely. In Palestine I was two novels while still a student. She worked
at Birzeit University until she received a
always surrounded by people.''
Khalifeh writes books that focus on human
SEE WRITERS PAGE 5
rights, women in society and different
by Christopher Steely

Donna Calloway/ Central Florido Future

UCF ACTORS
Actors listen as Mike Rhodes tells the story of "The
Monkey's Paw." See Confetti for all the highlights.

Playboy magazine announces
top 40 list of biggest partiers
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

tate-Chico

Miami

locked in mortal battle to get
more funding by convincing
legislators their campuses are
beacons
of
academic
excellence - have reacted
with outrage.
Officials at West Virginia,
Mississippi Cal State-Chico,
Vermont,
iami and other
school on the Ii t protested
their inclusion in the list,
som imes calling press
conference to make the
p int.
But Pla •boy staffers
replied the list was done,
··obviously a a fun thing not
to pu do n academic
qualitie ...

"I have a feeling
administrators
are
saying, 'Harumph, harumph,
we don't think we should be
on this list," said Playboy
spokesman Bill Paige.
In one of the milder
responses,
Mississippi
Chancellor Gerald Turner
said, ''I d rather not be on
their list.''
University of Tennessee
Vice Chancellor Phil Scheurer
called it a "blessing" to be
left off the list.
''The number two ranking
puzzles me,'' said Miami
SEE PLAYBOY PAGE 6

•
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the 4th Annual 1987

•

Miss
University of Central Florida
Pageant

•

•

January 30, 7:30 p·m in the SCA
Tickets available soon at the Kiosk
limited seating
Free to Students ·1$2.00 Ot the door-I·
$5.00 general admission ·
-:-(coronation Ball not included in prices)

United Parcel Service
Part-Time Positions Available
United Parcel Service will be
accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour.
Please sign up for an interview
appointment in the Career Resource
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
or 11 :00 p. ., Monday through Friday
workweek. 3 o 5 hours per day.

I

~

I

U S

•

•

S ude ts face job s ortage

•

by Susan Skorupa
COUfGE PRESS SERVICE

•

•

Donna Calloway/ Central Florida Future

"Dov; n izing, con olidation ,
merger and acquisition ha re cost he
country jo in ome of our bigge t
and bes paying corporations,'' said
Victor Lindquist,
orthwestern'
placement director and author of the
annual Endicott-Lindquist Report.
About 56 percent of companies
Lindquist surveyed aid they had
intentionall.} reduced their managerial
staffs during the last year through
reorganization, hiring freezes,
termination without severance or early
retirement incentives.
' Michigan State's annual survey of
700 businesses also found the biggest
companies are the ones cutting back
the most,'· said MSU survey co-author
Patrick Scheetz.
For example, companies with more
than 10,000 employees said they would
hire 9.3 percent fewer new college
grads this spring. Firms with 5,00 to
10,000 employees will cut new grad
hiring by 1.5 percent.
General Motors, for one, faced with
falling profits, announced in late
December it will halt college recruiting
efforts altogether.
SEE GRADUATES PAGE 5

Foreign grad teachers face English testing
Staff report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

Illinois has become the
fourth state in the union to
require that foreign-born
graduate students who teach
college classes pass tests
proving they can speak
English well.
Many campus officials - as
well as Governor James
Thompson - opposed the
new law, which goes into
effect next term.
Many schools already
require foreign-born teaching
assistants (T As) to pass
language tests before they are
allowed to teach. But some
state legislatures want to
make such tests mandatory
at
public
campuses,
overriding the protests of
administrators who say inhouse proficiency tests are

The Central Florida Future
publi ·hes announcements
concerning upcoming events
in News Clips. Announcements mu ·t be received at least two days prior to·
publication date. They may
be dropped off or mailed to
The entral Florida Future
CJO N ll. • Editor, P. 0. Box
25000, Orlando, Florida
•1... 16.

sufficient.
So far, only four states
Florida, Ohio, Missouri and
Illinois - have legislated
teacher English proficiency
tests. Other states are
considering such laws or
waiting for colleges to
implement their own
programs.
In Missouri, legislators
grew tired of student
complaints they couldn't
understand
classroom
teachers. Saying schools were
too slow in responding to the
problem, they passed a law to
require testing teacher
testing at the universities of
Missouri in Columbia and
Rolla, the campuses with the
most numetous foreign TAs.
"The faculty said the law
was discriminatory because
not all the T As were tested,''
said Dr. Judy Vickrey of the
state Coordinating Board for

Higher Education. "But the
legislature ruled it was too
late for the schools to handle
the problem on their own."
Democratic Rep. Barbara
Prigle introduced the Ohio
measure after her daughter
complained she couldn't
understand some foreign-born
teachers at Ohio State and
Kent State.
"I'm very proud of the
bill," Pringle said. "Several
other states have such
legislation or are working on
it."
The problem is a relatively
recent one, tracing back to
the influx of foreign students
into American graduate
programs in recent years.
As a result, more foreignborn TAs were assigned to
lead undergraduate courses,
especially in scientific
disciplines where the vast
majority of native students

skip grad school and go
directly into the job market.
In the process, however,
undergrads
began to
complain they had trouble
understanding TAs, who
sometimes had little expertise
in English.
'It's safe to say more
schools are beginning to
require English language
proficiency tests for both
teachers and teaching
assistants," said Paul Jones
of the Council of Graduate
Schools in America. "There's
pressure from students and
from the legislatures both.''
The Illinois law''had the
support
of
student
governments statewide and
substantial support form
both
houses
of the
legislature,"said Kirk Hard
of the University of Illiniois
governmental relations office.
"But universities and

•HOLOCAUST FILM
Tin Drum will be shown

sion to all films is free and
open to the public.

tist Church, 2100 N.
Semoran Blvd., Winter
Park. The seminar is designed to train lay Christians in
the art of listening and
counseling. The Helpline
will become a ministry of
Crisis Intervention and
referral for Orange, Osceola,
Seminole and Volusia Counties and will open March 15 .
The 50 hour seminar,
divided into 10 sessions,
costs $50 perperson.
Pastors, their spouses and
full time church staff can attend free of charge. For more
information call Sandra
Davis at 657-4489.

on Jan. 21at7:30 p.m. in the
auditorium of the Orlando
Art Museum at Loch Haven.
This film is part of the
1986-87 Film Series
presented by the Holocaust
Memorial Resource and
Education Center in
Maitland.
Tin Drum won the
Academy Award For Best
Foreign Film, 1979, and the
coveted Grand Prix award
at the Cann Film Festival.
The film i an allegory providing a unique combination
oi uh er i e wit and fanta
in the period of azi
ermany.
Future film in this serie
will David on Feb. 17, Le·
iolon ·Du Bal on arch 10,
Jakob th Liar on pril 16
and
u ·chuitz and the
/lie · on
29. dmis-

• SCHOLARSHIPS

Scholarships based on
financial .aeed are available
to female students from
north Brevard County. The
students must be in a professional or business degree
seeking curriculum with at
least an average scholastic
standing.
Three
character
references, a biographical
college
s ta temen t,
transcript and an application are required. The
deadline is Feb. 28. For more
information contact Will
haffner at 275-5033.
• CHRISTIAN SEMINAR

Central Florida Helpline
announces a new lay Christian counseling seminar to
begin Jan. 22 at Aloma Bap-

faculty generally opposed the
bill, because "it cuts out
ex"penses in many high tech
areas. It's cultural elitism,
isolationism.''
Hard added that'' James
Madison couldn't have
lectured in Illinois because he
had a speech impediment. It
would have eliminated such
people as Albert Einstein"
from teaching in the state.
Such legislative instances
seem to be prodding more
schools to confront their TAs
langguage problems, if only
to avoid state-mandated
testing programs.
"Lots of universitites are
upset about the kinds oflaws
states legislatures may pass
and are trying to solve the
problem themselves," said
Susanne Sarwark of Ohio
Stat's English as Second
Language Program.

lecture by Henry J.
Abraham on Jan. 22 at UCF.
Abraham, a constitutional
law scholar, is the James
Hart Professor of Government at the University of
Virginia. He will speak at 8
p.m. in the Music Rehearsal
Hall. The lecture is free and
all are invited.
Abraham's appearance is
sponsored by the Orlando
law firm of Rumberger,
Kirk, Caldwell, Cabaniss
and Burke, the UCF Foundation, and the UCF
political science department.

• GUEST LECTURE

The
presidential
prerogative to pick new
members of the Supreme
Court who are sympathetic
to White House policy is the
question in a special guest

•NEW HOURS

The Video Store, located
inside
the
campus
bookstore, now has the same
hours as the bookstore.
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FOOD

Although SAGA works
closely with the owner, · Ray
Lyn Place'' remains an
independent establishment.
Permaul pays rent for the
space he uses, as well as bills
for electricity and water, but
the money goes to the
university, not SAGA.
''SAG A
considers
Permaul's establishment to
be an independent entity. Yet,
at the same time, we consider
it to be a reflection on our
school food service,'' said
Roessler.
"We felt that he needed a
more
permanent-type
structure to operate from,"
Roessler continued. "We
wanted to make it as
attractive to the students as
possible.''
Roessler points out that

FROM PAGE 1

I wouldn't mind seeing more
places like it,' ' he said.
While most people believe
that " Ray Lyn Place" is in
competition with SAGA, the
concession stand actually
works with, not against, the
school's food organization.
Two years ago, SAGA
Education Services, (which
has recently been purchased
by the Marriott Corp.),
decided they wanted to subcontract
a
minority.
Although Permaul had no
previous experience in the
food industry, SAGA was
impressed by his initiative
and enthusiasm, explained
R~ndy Roessler of SAG A.

because Permaul's stand is
still mobile, " Ray Lyn Place"
can operate at school
functions
without
interference from AGA.
If the current changes are
successful, Permaul feels that
his next step would be to
expand the menu and
possibly set up additional
food stands at other locations
on campus.
"I would like, in the future,
to expand and operate from
many different locations
throughout the campus," he
said.
Roessler feels that these
plans
are
dis tin ct
possibilities, and stresses
that SAGA wants Permaul to
take advantage of all
opportunities.

FROM PAGE 1

Fulbright Scholarship to the University of
North Carolina, where she received her a
master's degree in 1981.
She is currently writing her first novel in
English as a dissertation in American and
Women's Studies.
Khalifeh lives in Iowa City, Iowa where she

•Clutch
•Brakes
•Tune-up
•All Repairs

'

1I"\!)

I

L
-

~o

1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

JIM'S TIRE SERVICE
18768 E. Hwy. 50 • Bithlo • 568·5102
6 Ml. East of Alofaya Tr. 1 Ml. West of Speedworld

USED TIRES example· NEW TIRES example:
13"
S12 to S20 235/75815" S49.95
14"
$14 to S20 195/75814" S40.95
I 15" $15 to s:.u 185/80013" $35.95

Fast, Courteous Srnvice • Flat Repairs
PRICES INCLUDE: Mounting. Balancing & Installation

............................

~.

BUCKLED
SAFETY BELT !
A Life Saving Reminder From

THE FLORIDA COALITION
FOR AUTO SAFETY NOW
P.O. Box 3927 •Tallahassee, FL 32315-3927
(904) 386-5044

•

CALL

Challenge Franchise Pizza!
-------·------~

Do They All Offer:
Real N.Y. Pizza • Full Sub Menu
• Stromboli
Calzone
• Pasta
Spinach Roll
•Veal
Chicken
• Meatballs
Eggplant

ITALIAN DELIGHT
- - ristorante - - 7528 E. Colonial Dr.
(bVC

•TACOS
• ENCHILADAS
•BURRITOS
• SKl~RT STEAK
SEAFOOD

I .

•

Your Host and C et - MARIO
ete Ito io Lune
1ne - JUST $2.1 O

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Bee or

•_:____:..::..._~~=--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

@II
· 1

(El Sabor De Mexico}
11618 E. Colonial Dr.
282-7812
FAST LUNCH- sit-in or carry out
Complete Dinner Menu
we will cater for all occasions

i· '~;:::~;;~:@:~~~~
r------------------------I
I
i

~
~

282·0212

I
I
I

GRAND OPENING
AT~fe O~ ff<e~

ITALIAN DELIGHT

We deliver all dinners!

$5.00 Off any purchase of $30 - $49.99
$7.00 Off any purchase of $50 - $99.99
$10.00 Off any purchase of $100 or more
offer expires January 31, 198 7

~1

-------------------------~

2si-6739 or 275-4207

c

10661 E. Colonial Dr.
Alamo Center (next to Jimmy's Thriftway), Union Park
fil;~~~tm~~~. 282·17~ Walk-Ins Welcome

(At the corner of Red Bug Lake Road and Tuskawilla Road)

I@

THAT'S WHERE WE FIT IN!

LUNCH SPECIAL

SUN.
1:00pm·5:00pm

Red Willow Plaza • 5872 Red Bug Lake Road
Casselberry, Florida 32708 • 699-9610

I
I
1.
I

WHAT'S DAVID LEE WITHOUT EDDIE?
WHAT'S A BAND WITHOUT A GIG?

for the BEST in
TOP 40 Rock and
Original Music•••

-

HOURS
Fri. - sot.
9:00om-5:00pm

~--BUSiNESS~~ARTS,-i~rc~--j 1

WHAT'S ORDER WiTHOUT DISORDER?

•
•
•
•
•

Mol'\ - Thurs
9·00am-8:00pm

We cater to the professional
businesswoman by offering only corporate environment clothing with executive styling at affordable prices.

Honda,
Bugs, Vans,
Rabbit, Sirocco,
- Diesels, Audi

THE BAND

WHAT'S A PARTY WITHOUT LIVE MUSIC?
WHAT'S A BLT WITHOUT·A TOMATO?

Precision Style Cut - $9.00

INTERVIEWING?

914's

STUTTGART MOTORS SHOP

EAST

hairstyling

teaches English-American Literature and
Third-World Women in Literature at the
University of Iowa. She avoids rigid
academic standards in her classroom,
teaching instead that literature is a kind of
''refined and profound gossip.''
She urges her students to look at literary
characters as if they were their neighbors; the
class discusses them and analyses their
actions. Khalifeh prides herself on her good
student evaluations and plans to continue
teaching.

WRITER

3951 Forsyth Rd. 8·31
Winter Park, Florida
Ph. 305·657-1604

HEADS

COLONIAL DR.

~

=~~~~~~

@

993393@

~

F EE APPETIZER WITH DI
ER FOR TWO
AC OS or RIED CHEESE or GUACAMO E & CHIPS

IIL.

With this Coupon - Expires Feb. 8

· ..II

-------------------------

•

•
•
•

•

•

Thanks to you ...
it works ...
for

GRADUATES

econom~ · . the continuing
exportation of Americanjob .
the deficit in foreign rade
and our national debt, · aid
In response, area colleges Lindquist.
evertheless, hotel and
are trying to bring smaller
AU.
res aurant management.
firms to campus to recruit.
"We're expanding our job marketing and sales,
educ a ti on,
electrical
OFUS
days to small and mediwnsized companies,' said Janis enginering, computer science,
Cha bi ca,
director
of retail and accounting majors
Cooperative Education at the ahould get a lot of job offers.
The surveys show overall
University of Michigan-Flint.
"But, while hiring will demand has shifted from
manufacturing to service .
increase among smaller
jobs.
Engineering
companies - as much as 6. 7
United
opportunities
are down 9
percent in companies with
percent and non-engineering
~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_..._l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ 500 to 1,000 employees overall hiring will slip 2.4 opportunities are up 5
percent nationally", Scheetz percent.
Students majoring in civil
said.
''This year the demand will and mechanical engineering,
be in mid-sized and small home economics, agriculture,
companies," he explained. geology and advertising will
"Many larger organizations probaly have the hardest time
are merging and downsizing. getting jobs, the survey
suggested.
If they cannot make a
Top starting salaries will go
product
they
need
Saturday Vigil Mass
themselves, they are farming to electical, mechanical and
the job out to smaller chemical engineers, all
6:00 p.m.
companies. Hence the growth breaking the $29,000 per year
mark.
of smaller operations."
But the flat demand and
''Better technology also is
Sunday Masses
the large number of graduates
making
it
easier
for
8:00, 10:30 & 12 noon
companies to increase mean higher salaries will go
productivity without adding to students with the best
staff", said Scheetz. "There is grades and internship
Masters Choir Rehersal
an element of global experience.
Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Geographically,
the
competition
now
so
southwestern
states
will
offer
companies are looking to do
the most opportunities,
more with fewer employees. ' '
Firms also are cutting followed by the Northeast,
hiring plans because they are the Southeast, north central
unsure what 1987's economy south central and northwest
regions.
will be like.
"Two years ago the south
"Only three percent (of the
central
area had one of the
firms surveyed) expect a .
highest
hiring rates in the
downturn,
but
(business)
WELCOME
some employers are still country,'' Scheetz recalled.
cautious about 1987 because "Now it places fifth out of six,
of concerns about the and you can probably blame

FROM PAGE 3

way

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

•

•

1501 South Alafaya Trail
275-0841

JOIN
SORORITY
RUSH

~

. .~-

Fish are your friends.
Don't throw trash in their home.

TIME OUT FOR
SAFER DRIVING!
An_ lmporbint Mess.ge for Aorid.i's
Dri~ers-Presented As .i Service of the
Aorid.i COillition for Auto S.fety Now

FACT .

In a 30 mph front-end collision ,
• unbelted automobile occupants
are thrown toward the point of impad with a force
equal to that generated by a fall from a three-story
building.

DELTA GAMMA
(GERT GARMAN 282-1179)

FACT .

&
Pl BETA PHI
(JENNIFER PEARCE 273-2887)

275-2821

OR GREEK C-0UNCIL AT 275-2072 FOR MORE

!

Two percent of firms in
Lindquist's survey also now
test employees for AIDS,
while another 5 percent plan
to begin such testing in 1987.

~-~~-~ -· 4

PARTIES WILL BE HELD ON
JANUARY 20 AND 21 FROM 7-9PM
SORORITIES PARTICIPATING IN
SPRING RusH ARE:

INFORMATIO

Nearly 90 percent of
employers who use drug
screening tests say they will
not hire applicants who fail
the tests. Most rank safety as
the top reason for demanding
such testing, followed by
security, quality and
reliability of prodUcts and
services, productivity, health
cost control and noncompany
or government regulations.

~~~£ ,

THE p ANHELLENIC COUNCIL OF
UCF CORDIALLY INVITES You
TO PARTICIPATE IN INFORMAL .
SPRING RusH!

CONTACT STUDENT AFFAIRS AT

the drop on the energy
indu try.'
The student
ho are
recruited, moreo 'er, may face
yet another obstacle before
actually winning job thi
spring.
One· hird of Lindqui t'
230 respondents now test job
applicants for drug use, a 136
percent increase in the
number of testers. An
additional 19 percent say
they will start testing in the
next year.
The College Placement
Council reports that nearly 30
percent of the firms that
recruit on campuses now
screen appllcants for drug
use. Another 20 percent plan
to adopt the practice in the
next year.
"The data found in our
survey (of 4497 national
employers) backs up other
reports that drug screening
programs are on the rise,' '
said council spokesman
Warren Kauffman. "Clearly
the study shows this is a
major employment issue."

Statistically s~eaking, you can ex• pect to be in a car crash once
every ten years. Most are minor fender benders but
for one driver in 60, that crash will be fatal.
'

FACT .

Studies have shown that people
• who wear safety belts are more
~h~n 50 perce~t less lik.ely to be killed or seriously
Injured when involved in an automobile accident.

--~--
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PLAYBOY

not have been able to reach
many students on Tuesday
night either. Almost 60
percent of the students are
Student Affairs official Bill commuters, a situation which
Mullowney. "We have ample minimizes partying, some
social life here, but I'd be students said.
"In fact you just don't see
interested in knowing the
criteria of the study, who they much partying. When I was a
talked to, what they freshman or sophmore, I
wanted to go to a different
observed."
''If were number two in the school where I could have
country as a party school, we more fun," said UM senior
'A large
do even better academically,'' Juan Diaz.
percentage of students leave
Mulldowney said.
"I don't think they campus to party."
But some students agree
(Playboy staffers) were ever
with
Playboy's assessment of
on this campus," complained
schools'
social
Cal
State-Chico their
a
spokeswoman. "I don't think atmosphere.
"There's a reputation here
it was very accurate
in Southern California that
reporting." ·
Chico students agree, everyone is pretty laid back,''
claiming they don't party any said Lisa Estrella, a student
more than students on any at San Diego State
University, Playboy's third
other campuses.
"It's a nice label to tag on a ranked party school.
"SDSU is a good school
school, but the survey must
not have been very academically, one of the best
extensive,'' said student in the state university
government President Greg system, but overall it is a
Hill. "Students here enjoy a party school. Fraternities and
party atmosphere, but they're Sororities are popular here
here to study. They know and do party a lot.''
·
their purpose."
Paige said Playboy asked
And, while administrators
students to rank their own at
Georgia's
Mercer
schools and others in their University, a Southern
states. On each campus, Baptist College, call the
seven-to-ten students were school's ninth place ranking
questioned about the number unearned and undeserved,
of parties held on campus, students are overjoyed.
other
entertainment
opportunities and who
"Everybody here is talking
attended social gatherings.
about it," said one fraternity
"Obviously, we didn't call member. "They can't wait ·to
the campus librarian on tell their friends at other
Tuesday night,'' Paige said.
schools that didn't make the
At Miami, Playboy might list."
FROM PAGE 1

HEWLETT-PACKARD
CALCULATORS
International Calculator
Is Now Meeting
ANY Discounted Price!

The Business Consultant A Whole New Idea in Calculators

NOW In
Stock!

!KAPLAN
STANLEY H KAPlAN EDUCATIONAL CTNTtR lTO

DON'T COMPETE Willi

A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

Classes Starting
January 28,
1987

Call Days, Evenings,
Weekends

678·8400

J•L
OFFICE SUPPLIES

HEWLETT

~a PACKARD

.INTERNATIONAL

calculator

& computer

2914 Corrinne Dr.
Orlando, FL 898-0081

Not all MB.A:s are created
equal.
Graduating from one of the better business
schools can give you a competitive edge. And with
twice as many people getting their MB,ll;s today as
10 years ago, every advantage counts.
Ifs no surprise that eruollment in Kaplan's
GM.AT prep course has more than quadrupled in
those 10 years. Students come to Kaplan to increase their scores. And better scores mean better
chances for getting into the school of your choice.

F//'OW

Alafaya Village

~

Shopping Center

Thanks for Making Our Address
$
Your Address ...

•

Thank You!.ROBERT'S ICE CREAM (Handmade on the premises); I& M
VIDEO (Exciting Hollywood selection); HUNGRY HOWIE'S PIZZA (Tas·
ty and habit-forming·· Coming soon); STYLES OF THE TIMES (The new
hairstyle with the personal touch); ALAFA YA CLEANERS (Quick and effi.
cient service · - Coming soon); TIEN GARDENS CHINESE
RESTAURANT (Affordable gourmet lunches and dinners); CRACKER·
BARREL STORES (Country-style eating - - Coming soon); DR. GEORGE
ALAN YARKO DDS (The latest in modern, professional dentistry); OX·
FORD'S (Innovative, unique restaurant and entertainment complex .. Coming soon); HOLIDAY INN (Showroorr md pre-opening office).

TOWER PLACE
10376 E. Colonial Dr.

.R

211-1116

CEJ

Over 3,000 Items
Stocked For Your Needs!
10% Discount Offered
to UCF Students with
Valid .l.D.
If you need to sen it or get it
CAL
&L
Western
·on & UPS Avail
e

Alalaya Village
Shopping ~I.er
• located at lhe
conier ol Highway 50
Ea.it aAd Alafaya Trail
UCF. Celural Florid.
Relle&1'Cb P a.rk. • I ar Lin
• && & WaLi..nghoue

For leaaing iAf orma t.io
oa joining aa at AWaya
Village Shopping Center
call V
Fulton at 1305I
281-8229 or write
Alalaya A.Nociat.M,
11602 Eut Colonial Drive.,
Orlaodo, FL 32817.
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Activit·es and Service
Fee Budget Processes
Fu ND
ME!

The 1986-87 UCF
Student/Faculty/Staff

The budgeted areas for
fiscal year 87-88 will be the
Student Center, Operations
and Programming,
and
Recreation
Services.
Students and organizations
interested in funding process
are invited to attend the
Activity and Service Fee
meeting(times and places
will be posted in Student
Government).
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For more information call
Dave
Sutton,
Student
Government Comptroller, or
come
by
Student
Government. -

Pick Up Your FREE Copy at the
Student Governntent Kiosk
TODAY!
~:~

We'veGotYourNumberln
~j~ Student Government!
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FROM RAGS TO RICHES ~ ~
with
~\l
STUDENT GOVERNMENT l~!
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Help Wanted !!!
"We really need people bad," editor says
Position: News Writers
For some reason we have a lot of trouble filling this important position. Our news reporters
are responsible for covering every aspect of the
university community. Certainly that must interest somebody.
If you like to write and are interested in
meeting people then being a news reporter is
the-perfect job for you.
.
Areas of coverage include the UCF police, the
student senate, the administrative beat and
just about anything else that goes on at UCF.
Here's the real clincher. No experience is
needed and you don't have to be a journalism or
English major to work here. The only job requirements are drive and a willingness to learn.
To apply stop by our offices located next to
the Health Center or call 275-2865 and ask for
Steve, Chris or Don.

Copi Editer Kneaded
''It's an easy job. You just
chop and hack, hack and
chop!"
Victor Sorzano
former copy editor

Victor Sorzano

Position: Copy editor.
This is one of the toughest jobs that we have here at The Central
Florida Future. The copy editor is responsible not only for reading and
correcting all editorial and advertising copy, but is also supposed to
keep headlines like the one above from ever occuring. If you have a
strong journalism or English background and want to make a few
bucks, maybe we have the job for you. Main work times are Sunday and
Tuesday evenings from 5 p.m. until whenever. To apply come by our offices or call 275-2865 and ask for Chris or Don. A speedy reply is a must.
Is the famous College " ews Hound' totally extinct? If
you're out there, we need you.

=
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OPEC agreement
should make U.S.
try even harder
The OPEC countries are working together again
and as a result we'll be paying higher prices at the
pumps for a while. That is, it will hopefully only be
a while.
There are a couple of possible scenarios that
could come about as a result of this new dealing.
In the past, OPEC has had quite a bit of trouble
cooperating. They've made deals but haven't been
able to stick to them.
This is the most likely turn of events in our latest
crisis. OPEC's new plan involves limiting crude oil
production in an effort to regain control of gas
prices overall.
.
While this would obviously work, who can imagine all of those-countries cutting their income? It
is highly unlikely.
If things go well, we '11 only feel this price crunch
for a few months and then OPEC will fall back into
its natural state of disorganization and things will
turn around again.
Once again, that is most likely the way things
are going to go. It is not, however, the only way.
What if OPEC manages to get things together
enough to stick to this new plan? We're in trouble,
that's what.
America has adjusted to lower gas prices.
Everybody is spending money, interest rates are
down and cars even seem to be getting bigger
again. Yes, we are possibly at the end of what will
be refered to as "the good old days."
Unfortunately, the single greatest contributor to
America's prosperity has been low gas prices.
If OPEC manages to regain the control of gas
prices that they seek, you can expect the negative
waves to spread far beyond just the gas pumps.
A rise in oil prices would bring about a rise in interest rates and overall inflation. Sound familiar?
it should we've been there before.
Is ther~ a solution? Maybe not. Maybe America
is incapable of becoming independent of OPEC.
- But that's why we should be putting all our
resources into developing other forms of energy.
In the past, America has waited for the problem
to present itself before seeking solutions. ~n. the
seventies, we waited until there was a gas cns1s to
start conserving fuel. Eventually, we saw the
benefits of conservation.
Why wait for the inevitable to happen again
before we start looking for a way around OPEC's
high gas prices? The latest OPEC agreemen~ is
just another signal that we should be developmg
our own energy resources, at whatever the cost.
As long as the American economy is in the hands
of foreign countries, there can be no such thing as
"the good old days." Real prosperity means h~v
ing a having control over our own economy and its
stability.
Currently, high OPEC gas prices is the problem.
But the real enemy is a future worldwide energy
shortage. If we wait until then to become independent where energy is concerned, it will be to late to
start looking around for alternatives.

1\('l11f Cmtral Florida Fbtufe
P.O. eox 25000. onando. A. 32816 (305)275-2601

Don Wittekind
Chris Richcreek
/1c 0rto Sorzonc

Editor in Chief
Managing Editor
Copy Editor
News Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Ar1 Director
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Taking a look inside the student senate
Things have ·c hanged since I became a colunmist.
Mike McCollister (our Classified Ad Manager) has
stopped making funny noises with his hands. Don
Wittekind no longer thinks of me as "that amusing
little foreigner," and Chris' mysterious college
newspaper study suddenly materialized. The rest of
the staff has been trying to appear as bland as
possible so that I won't mention them.
Then, when someone told me they didn't think
much ·of my column as I was walking across
c;:ampus last week, I knew I'd really arrived.
Senate Scuttlebutt: The senate recently did a study
comparing itself to the past four senates. This
senate has introduced the second highest number
of bills, but has written more bills about itself and
fewer bills about students than any of the others.
On the flip side, this senate has amended and
withdrawn fewer bills than any of the other
senates, showing they know how to compromise.
They also have a 92 percent attendance rate
compared to 73 percent for the past two senates.

VICTORIA SORZANO
Behind the scenes
11
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '

In case you didn't know, UCF is without a
student body president for the next two weeks. Ira
Smith is away preparing for a securities exam and
then next week he's off to Boca Raton for a student
government conference.

Steve Cady, the vice president, is in charge while
Ira's away. A few of you might be worried because
Pro Tempore Steve Phillips resigned last week, and
the pro tern is usually third in command. What if
something happened to Steve Cady? Not to worry.
I checked, and Tony "Dash" Wendrzyk, head of
the LJR Committee, will take over should disaster
befall our vice president. Now you can a!J rest easy.

NBA policy tough but fair
On the other hand
Before I go any further into this
column, I just want to set the
record straight. Despite what
that "other columnist" above me
said last week, I really am
working on a newspaper study
and I do not always talk to my
girlfriend on the phone.
Amazing what can be said
about a person in print. I should
have sued for libel, but I figured
she would say more things about
me that would have been even
worse.
The drug fight
A big hand goes to the NBA
this week for continuing their
strong stand against drug use.
Commissi<mer David Stern has
been the driving force behind the
NBA's new drug program,
although it was actually his
predecessor, Larry 0 Brien. who
helped construct the original
plan. Stern's latest action was to
dismiss two players, Lewis Lloyd
and Mitchell Wiggins of the
Houston Rockets, for use of
cocaine.
The IBA s plan is a strong one .
Unlike baseball and football,
here they say they want to stop
the spread of drugs but instead do
virtually nothing to restrict its
growth the BA 's program has
teeth.
If a player is doing drugs and

NBA players that were banned
for using ~gs. All can apply for
reinstatement; yet, how many
will actually return to the NBA

decides to come forward, he will
be sent to a drug rehabilitation
program. The first time, he is sent
to the program with pay. The
second time, it's without pay. The
third time, a player is gone for.
two years. That's when he can
apply for reinstatement, and,
provided both the players' union
and the NBA agree, a player can
return to the league.
But remember, he will have
been gone for two years from
NBA competition. That's plenty
of time for skills to deteriorate,
especially when you 're no longer
playing against the best
competition in the world.

There are those "bleeding
hearts" in society who feel the
two players should be given
another chance. They feel a slap
on the wrists would do some
good.
Ha!
How do they think the problem
will be solved? The fact the
players are banned gives some
substance to the program. To
reinstate the two without
punishment would be a criminal
offense in itself.
Now is the time for the rest of
the sports world to sit up and
take notice. The NFL needs to
stop listening to people like Gene
Upshaw, head of the players'
union, and start listening to those
who really want to eliminate
drugs from the sport. The ~'Grand
Old Game" also needs to develop
a strong program because
without it baseball is just another
sport
with
a
s habby
commissioner who lacks guts.

In the cases of Lloyd and
Wiggins, the two players had not
come forward to admit their
problem. Therefore, when the
league was given evidence that
the players were taking drugs, it .
immediately ordered testing to be
And for those of you that think
done. Both players tested
baseball and football are without
positive for cocaine use.
The number is up to four of drugs, wake up. It's a reality one that has to be faced.

•
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ACROSS

1 That woman
4 A state: abbr.
6 Cognizant of

11 Part of saddle
13 Strike out

15 Running
16 Remain erect
18 Freshwater
duck
19 Beverage
21 Pitcher
22 Hypothetical
force
23 Irons
26 Pigpen
29 Detest
31 Former
Russian
ruler
33 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
34 Half an em
35 Mature
38 Pigpen
39 A state: abbr.
40 For instance
41 Wan
43 Aroma
45 Moccasin
47 Having notched
edge
50 Sun god

52
53
56
58
60

61
63

65
66
67

Contended
Pale
Armadillo
Tremulous
Maiden loved
by Zeus
Loss
God of manly
youth
Vapid
Symbol for
yttrium
Inquire
DOWN

1 Blemish
2 Sharpen
3 Printer's
·

measure
4 Mediterranean vessel
5 Talons
6 Lecture
7 Pronoun

8 Choir voice
9 Musical
instruments
10 Greek letter
12 Manuscript:
abbr.
14 Spanish
article

Solution for today 's puzzle on

17 Bird's home

20 Likely
24 Harvest
25 Follows Fri.
27 Country of
Africa
28 Period of time
29 Pile
30 Pilaster
32 Hindu peasant
36 Aeriform fluid
37 Raise
42 Goddess of
discord
44 Condensed
moisture
46 Vessel
48 Remunerate
49 Clever
51 Region
54 ls ill
55 Cozy corner
56 Paid notice
57 Footlike part
59 Japanese
drama
62 Indian mulberry
64 Note of scale
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B.A.C.C.H.U.S.
BOOST ALCOHOL CONSCIOUSNESS CONCERNING THE HEALTH OF UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

IS

* * S.T ~A.R.S.S. * *
Join our Slim, - Trim, - And, Really, - Super, - Student progr~m. Exercise, diet information
and plenty of motivation twice a
week in the Multipurpose Room
(Education Building).
1st Meeting: Thursday Jan. 22, 4 P.M.
REGULAR MEETINGS:
Mon. 3 - 4 P.M.
Wed. 6 - 7 P.M.
$20 per semester
More I nfo? 281-5841

9

Sigma Phi Epsilon
The brothers would also · e to welcome all

new pledges we are looking forward to a
great semester with you Don t forget about
the party t s Sal. 1n the UDR.
Colleg Democrats
Membership is open to all students
Meetings are held every Wed.· In Student
Center Room 217 at 6pm. eed l'TlOle Info.
please leave message on recorder by coiling 275-4394

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Congrolulalions lo ail EW BROTHERS little
sisters and fellow E's. Once aga1ng we've·
had a successful RUSH let's get ready for
another first class year but class comes first
Alpha Tau Omega
Congratulations "bang gong·· pledge class
fall '86.
Pledges, welcome aboard and have a
great semester.

UCF Moo Duk Kwon/l(arote Club In now forming FREE COED beginner's classes Classes
are being held Mon and Wed from
8:30-10:30pm In the multi-purpose room In
lhe Educ/Gym complex. For more Info call
LOUIS at 331-7415 or Kevin at 281-8492
UCF JUDO CLUB Is now forming a beginner's
class. Classes ore to be held MON and WED
7-8:30pm In lhe multi-purpose room In the
Education Bldg. Call 898-9068 after 5pm for
more Information.

Delta Gamma
A big DELTA GAMMA congratulations to all
our sisters and pledges who successfully
completed Fraternity Rush to become Lillie
Sisters! And remember guys: DG's need lots
lo TLCI

Omicron Della Epsilon
The Economics Honors Society open to all
students with an Interest In Economics. For
more Information call Rob Alexander at the
Economics department 275-2465.

Delta Gamma
Congrats to all fraternities on rushl To our
soon-to-be-sisters, get psyched ! We love
you! Dee Gees gel ready for rush! let that
DG spirit shine lhroughl

CSA Campus Day
Please be our guest for our special campus
day church service at the University Blvd.
Church or Christ on Jan 18, 1987. Bible study
starts al 9.30am and assembly al
10:30am Lunch will be served Immediately
following the service.

Yes Greeks, you can have your all impartanl
messages right in this section. For more information, hove your president call Mike at
275-2601

Move Today• Blond new 2 bdm 2 both
towntvnes neat UCF equipped kitchen 8t
verticals Pnvate S450 month Cail .John al
644-5385 tor a FREE MO TH'S RENT Don
Gallagher Inc
Lorge duplex 2 bed 2 bath eat 1n kitchen
wash dry hook up range oven relngerotor
garbage d1sp central heat and air call
831-6723 near UCF
Coral Reef-2 bdrms. 2 baths walk-in closets.
cathedral ce11ing, shed, more pets, kids ok
S350.00 282-5485

Delta Gamma
Hey DG'sl Gel psyched and ready for our
Spring Rush next week. Remember It's Della
Gamma Time! Hope everyone Is excited
about Initiation, cause we can't 'Ill our
pledges are sisters'

Mole roommate to shore fou r bedroom
house 3 miles from UCF/Mortln many xtro's
music studio, workshop, library. An indoor
swimming pool, jacuzzi In the plans. Must be
nonsmoker, clean, and dependable.
S200/mo pl 1-s utilities coll Randoll
273-505B before l:30 pm,

Sigma Phi Epsilon
The brothers realty appreciate all the hard
work that the little sisters did during rush,
thank you. Thanks also l o our rush chairman
Jay Schmendel, you did an excellent job.

Fema le Rm. Shore Executive Home Furnished Bedrm. Laundry kitc hen TV fa mily rm
S230.00 mth linens Included & privacy
679-8222

Pl Kappa Alpha
CONGRATULATIONS TO All Pledges. You are
a ll sharp guys & we are go ing lo hove a lot
of fun this semester. Congratulations also to
Joe Sluler on being named Pike of the
month by the notional headquarters. And
special thank s lo everyone In the rush committee & others who helped out for a terrific
job.

Earn $480 weekly - S60 per hundred
envelopes stuffed. Guaranteed Home
workers needed tor company project sluff1ng envelopes and
ossembhnQ
materiols.-Send stamped sett addressed
envelope to JBK Moitcompany P 0 . Box
25-24 Caslaic, Calilomia. 91310

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick Profess1onol Services. All wor
prepared on commercial
rd proc ssots
for error free neatness. We use IBM Equip.
ment letter quality printer not dot motri
Free rough drafts and revisions. Sam day
weekend and overnight service 011allabl
Over 13,00 satisfied students. Coll
671-3007
Resumes and cover letters
Deslgned rrev1sed/typed - 657-0079

Loveseat and glosstop endlable in good
condition perfect for the student S150 or
best offer call 281-8791 anytime neor UCF
Double-size bed with sheets...greol cond
only $50 or best otter. Call 273-6291 from
9om-12o m.
SANYO MBC550-2 lbm compatible 128k
monitor & soltwore, S300 al 365-1933
For sale '70 Ford Galaxy for ports new
trans/good tires-S150 281-3202

Tl Business Analysis-ti calculator with
guidebook S20 call 679-1053

Work around your c lasses a t a reta il distribution center located near UCF: We need
people on a day l o day basis. Hours ore
7:30-4:00. Good pay & bonuses! Not on
agency/no fee. Call today!

TY PING SERVIC E: Alt work prepared on IBM
compatible PC, letter quality printer, disk
storage for revisions, WordPerfect software.
Resumes. general papers. tegol documents,
etc.
CALL FRAN 774-9026.

Scholorshlps/gronts for college are
available mlltlons go unclaimed yearly coll
1-800-USA-1221 ext 0627
STUDENT LOANS TO S7500 273-3263 All
Ages. No Credit. Insured Plan.

TYPING Fast, accurate, reasonable Close to
campus. Call Berny 282-4168

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control Information, pregnancy tests and counselling. VD
screening, low costs, confidential services
and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florido Women's
Heallh Organization

Computer word processing, spread sheets
& graphics, Student discounts. Fast & accurate, 24-hr service avail. also signs.
post.ars & banners 658-1481 close to UCFI

College Algebra Tutor, 3 yrs. exp
reasonable rates. Coll Cortw at 830-1589
ofter 7:00 pm. Save this number, you may
need II later.
MONEY EOR COLLEGE
Scholarships, grants, aid available tor college, graduate school. Lei our computer
match you with aid! Scholarship Matching
Center, 1-800-USA-1221, ext. 6132.

SUMMER IN EUROPE S279
Lowest Scheduled Fores to all of Europe
from Orlando. Coll 1(800) 325-2222.
Want to join or form carpool from Eustis,
Lcke Count area. For 8am MWF, later Ir.
return negotiable. Coll 904 589-8367

RESEARCH PAPERS. 15,278 Available!
Ca talog S2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206Xl, Los Angeles 900 25. TOLL-FREE HOT
LINE: 80 0-351-0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or
COD.

-----------------

Commuter from Daytona area would like to
carpool. Leave Daytona at 6:30 am finish
at 3pm call Bill (904) 767-7731otter5pm.

Roommate needed lo share Lakehouse on
Lk Conway. Private pool, beach, dock.
S250/monlh, ~ utili ties Doug 857-5363

TEAM SERICES
898-2772
SPRING BREAK JAMAICA Project Manager
needed FREE vocation plus SSS
1-800-233-7221

Duplex 2 br. 2 bath washer dryer, Y. mlle
from UCF. S420 per mon & utl. Coll Dave
365-1833.

proc ss1ng Editing

TYPI G - 25 ears e penance Thee
manuscnpts papers etc E pen
math equations 50¢ per page d
space 1clnity East Colon101 nd Alofo
Troll Call 65B-2067

FORSALI

Beautiful solid-wood, full canope kingsize
walerbed. Mirrors on top, frosted gloss
hdboard. 2 months old bought for S1300
mus! sell-S800. Call 275-1720 after 6:00
pm
Female rmmate to share 3br/2ba house.
S250/mo plus 1-s utls. 12m from UCF Rio Pinar
lks. Coll Morie 275-8027.

E cetlenl typing
Theses 273-7591

Telematkeling represeo at es
Pulte Home Corp. tlOs a part 1me e enino
pas1hon a a IOble
Orlando ollice needs
an aggressive. enlhus10s IC individual 1th a
pleasant phone OICe Abo e average
hourly wage plus commiSSK>n. Call Laurie at
295-3777

Secretory, port lime. Wiiiing to learn. Good
spelling and typing. Start now, coll
831-0022.

Happy birthday Robin CSK)

PROFESSIONAL TYPING ,
• One mile from UCF Campus •

love Norm

All types ot student documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional • Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Hillary-thanks for making my lnltllotlon so
special- I couldn 't ask for a g reater big sister
than you l
Need ride to Broward County: any
weekend. Coll 275-7 819

.---------------------------------------------------------------------'
MINI CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING FORM
I
I

Insertion dates:

CLASSIFICATION
D ROOMMATES D FOR RENT
D FOR SALE
D HELP WANTED
D SERVICES
D TYPISTS
D PERSONALS

$0.50 per line: Students, staff, & faculty
$1.00 per line: Non-students, & businesses
(Boldface extra)

PREPAYMENT ONLY

PLEASE PRINT one letter or punctuation mark per space,
leaving one space between each word.

To order classifieds multiply the total ·number of
lines by the appropriate rate. Send a check to The
Central Florida Future Classifieds, P. 0. Box
25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 or stop by The
Central Florida Future Business office. Prepayment is required. The deadline for Tuesday's
paper is 4:30 p.m. Thursday ,and for Thursday's
paper 4:30 p.m. Monday. If you have any questions or comments, call Mike at 275-2601.
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Name and address:

2
3

4

5

Phone:

------------------~--------~----~-----------------------------------......................
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TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK I
Tan the WOLFF SYSTEM Way!
I

~... t AS'J1"0.

~

~

~

Where The Sun Always Shines!

~

I
I
I
I
I

TANNING SALO
Distributors of Wolff Sun System
• Keep a Dark. Rich Tan II Year
• Clean. afe. , 'o Burning
• Private R

•

m and

lu ·1c
1l

I

·I

'

5 Visits for
$24.95
lO°lo Discount with
U.C.F. 1.D.
Expires: Jan. 22, 1987

r------------------~

Fl< 1-:1-

TOWER PLACE

1st Visit

10376 E. Colonial Suite 113

FREE

East of E. W. Expy. & - of Alafaya

282-6042

ew customers only

MO .-FRI.: 8:30 .. M.-9 P.
SAT.: 9 A. 1.-5 P. 1.
Complete line of Lea Haller 1akeup

Expires: Jan. 22, 1987

........................................................................................................................................................................... ______________________
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UCF grasped three wins lost week.

Knights go for four in row

•

by Scott Wallin

"

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

is in

Cr1tlcal Condltion
A comedy of epidemic proportions.
PARAMOUNT PiaruRES PRESENTS
ATED FIELD-RDBERT OORT PRDDUCTION CRITICAL CONDITION
~": BOB LARSON ~ DENIS HAMILL &JOHN HAMILL .ooALAN SWYER_
~n~ DENIS HAMILL &JOHN HAMILL ~ TED FIELD<nd RDBERT CORT
~-=~-~ ~ MICHAEL APTED APARAMOUNT PICTURE
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AT A THBATBB NBAB YOU.
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For UCF men's basketball
team, there is no place like
home. The Knights have won
four of five games at UCF and
are currently riding a three
game campus winning streak.
Tonight at 7:30 p.m., UCF
(5-9) will attempt to continue
their winning ways against
Armstrong State, as team
Coach Phil Carter described
as a "roller coaster ballclub."
Carter said that Armstrong
State (4-9) is a difficult team
to prepare for because of the
inconsistent way they have
played this year. At times
this seaspn the Pirates have
· played brilliantly, beating
Jacksonville University and
Tennessee Tech. Other times
they have floundered, ex·
emplified by their 112-39 loss

Knights must contain center
to Clemson.
Tim Sellers (6-8, 245 lbs.) and
' From every scouting
report we've received, Arm- forward Donald Johnson (6-4,
190 lbs.). Johnson and Sellers
strong has been a different
are averaging 13.4 and 12.6 •
team," Carter said. 'There is
points per game, respectively.
a contrast of information."
"Sellers can be a great
Armstrong State and UCF
player in Division I," Carter
are similar in that both teams
said . ."If he went nuts, he
are not indicative of their
could beat us.''
records. Both teams have
Sellers has had some
opened their season playing
outstanding games this
treacherous schedules. Armseason against tough com·
strong State has lost games
petition: (Georgia, 26 points,
to UT-Chattanooga, Georgia,
Auburn, 23 points, JacksonAuburn, South Alabama and
ville, 26 points).
Western Kentucky.
UCF is coming off their
"They started off will a
largest scoring margin vickiller schedule like us,''
tory of the season, a 100-70
Carter said.
trouncing of Maryland
UCF has dropped games to
Eastern Shore. Forward Pat
Miami, Georgia, Florida and
Crocklin has continued his
Tennessee. In addition, the
hot hand for the Knights,
Knights have lost:.- three
scoring 27 points against
games by a total of nine
Maryland Eastern Shore.
points.
Crocklin is averaging 11.8
UCF will have their hands
ppg. and 5.0 rebounds per
full ajth Armstrong. The
game.

LADIES
FROM PAGE 16

second half, and finished the game with 37
points, her career high.

Executive Services
cf

Possibly having her best game of her
season, Loretta Pate also aided the UCF
team. Pate hit on 6-9 shots from the field,
most of them 15-20 footers. She ended up
with 12 points, and threw in a team-high
seven assists.

Wilson also pulled down 12 rebounds, as
UNC-C outrebounded the Lady Knights by
an astonishing 21 boards. This meant that on
the rare occasions that Wilson, Elizabeth
Walker (11-16-, 22 points), or any other Lady
49er missed a shot, they usually got the
rebound for another crack at two points.
UNC-C did not miss twice.

The Lady Knights will play their second
New South Women's Athletic Conference
game of the year Friday night, when they
face the Georgia State Lady Panthers.
GSU is led by freshman All-American
Angela Jenkins. Jenkins, a sophomore, is
returning from a knee-injury that forced her
out of competition last season. Currently,

The Lady Knights got another solid game
from Cr.a ft, who finished with 20 points.

Jenkins is number two in the NSW AC in
rebounding with 10.3 per game.
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Knights feast on
Hawks, 100·70
by Chris Richcreek
MANAGING EDITOR

Break up the Knights!
The UCF men's basketball
squad (5-9) won its third
straight game Monday night
by hammering MarylandEastern Shore, 100-70. The
latest Knights victory is part
of an impressive win streak,
as they won their fourth home
game in five outings.
The Knights have equaled
the number of home wins of
last season. UCF won only
four of 12 home. games last
year. However, the Knights
have eight more opportunities
to win at the UCF gym this
season, including tonight
against A.rmstrong State
(7:30 p.m.)
The Knights were never in
trouble, running out to a
49-25 halftime lead. The
Hawks could not stop the
Knights strong post-up play
of Pat Crocklin, John Friday
and Ken McGee.
Crocklin scored a careerhigh ~!7 points to lead four
Knights in double figures. In
fact, a~l ten Knights scored,
with guard Edsel Bester's
follow-v.p of a missed shot
putting the Knights in triple
figures.
The game had plenty of
action. Over 600 fans cheered
when Knights forward John
Donna Calloway/ Central Florida Future
Marini scored on a leftHeavy Competition
handed dunl.:. Minutes later,
Recreational Services sponsored their first annual sumo wrestling tournament Monday night in George Beaton's flying slam
the muli-purpose room. Eight contestants participated in the event. The winner of the sumo brought the · crowd to their
feet. However, the loudest
division was Mike Grant.
cheer went to Bester after his

basket brought Lhe Knight
to the century mark.
For the game, the ~night
shot a blistering 59 per nt
from the field, far sup rior to •
Maryland Eastern hore · 41
percent. UCF al o dominat d
the boards by a 45-30 counL.
Many Knights have
contributed to the recent win
streak. However, the mo t
important player to th
Knights has been John
Friday. In the Knights' la t
four games, the senior cent r
has averaged 26.8 minute ,
13.8 points, 9.8 rebounds, and
5.3 blocks while shooting 52
percent from the field. His
play has solidified the
important center position.
A.nother key to the recent
success of the Knights ha
been junior transfer Stan
Haithcock. Haithcock came
to UCF from Sheridan junior
college in Wyoming. Sheridan
won 50 games in the two
seasons Haithcock was a
member of the squad.
Since being inserted in the
starting lineup in the Red
Lobster Classic, Haithcock
has played well. In the last •
five games, of which
Haithcock has started all five,
he has averaged 32 minutes, ...
13.0 points, 4.2 rebounds, 2.6
assists and shot 56 percent
from the field. Haithcock has
also nailed down four of 10
three pointers.
Crocklin has also been put
strong numbers on the board.
The sophomore forward has
averaged 17 points and 7 .3
rebounds in the past four
games.

49ers streak past Ladies
C score the last six points en route to a 39-33
halftime lead.

by Chad Salinas
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

A.n inconsistent Lady Knights basketball
team went up against an undefeated
University of North Carolina-Charlotte
team Tuesday night, and ended up with
another loss, dropping a 85-71 decision to
the 49ers.
The loss drops UCF to 2-9 on the year,
while the Lady 49ers improved their mark to
10-0.
The Lady Knights fell behind early in the
game, and at the 10 minute mark, they were
down by eleven points, 10-21.
However, the ladies showed a lot of
character, as they came back and tied the
score. With 2:26 left in the first half Fayetta
Robinson s three-point play evened the
score at 31.
But then a loss of concentration let UNC-

The second half was much of the same
story. Behind their sizzling 69 percent
shooting (20-29}, the Lady 49ers built a 13
point cushion (66-53) for themselves.
Once again, though, the Lady Knights
played some great basketball to cut the
margin to 68-61. A.fter four straight points
by DeAnn Craft, the lead was down to three,
68-65.
The UNC-C team took things into their
own hands at the end of the game. They
scored eight consecutive points to put the
score at 77-65, and the game out of reach.
The Lady 49ers' 63.3 percent field-goal
shooting was only part of the story. They
were led by center Kristin Wilson who was
11-11 (I 7-2 2 overall) from the field in the
SEE LADIES, PAGE 15

Donna Colloway/ Central Florido Future

Undefeated UNC-C pulled down the Knight's record to 2-9.

Carter says: "There is no place like home for Knights"
Editor's note: Coach Carter will be
writing a column for the sports page
once a week.
Dorothy the girl from Oz, is
remembered often for saying, ''There
is no place like home, there is no place
like home." We certain!· agree with
Dorothy. Fh e consecuth e road
games to open the eason too~i toll
on our team. The good new i that
he Knight have used the healing
atmosphere of home to reco ·er.
Thi p~ t week ha been an exc1tmg
and enJO ·able one. Our curren
home tand began on January 5 · ha

·

Cotter' C0m8f
di appointing buzzer-beater loss to
\\ estern Illinois - not m' favorite
wa.· to begin the new year. This grea
game as marred not only by the lo
of the game but al o the loss of a key
player, Tony arini.
Ton_··s ea on and career were

tragically ended by a punch from a
W.I.U. player which fractured Tony's
cheekbone. The loss of Tony greatly
saddened our team and our fans, but
we are thankful our prayers and
wishes were answered, and Tony is
recovering well, back in class and
back with the team.
Following that loss our team
rebounded on January 8 defeating
Central Connecticut
tate 86-73
behind a scoring attack and an
excellent d~fensive effort.
. fonday mght, January 12, he
Knights hosted the University of

Maryland· Eastern Shore and finally
put it all together! Pat Crocklin led
the parade with a career high 27
points and 11 rebounds. However, a
tremendous defensive effort and
great passing, which accounted for 24
assists, keyed the victory. The final
margin of 100-70 set new Division I
standards for UCF basketball in total
points and victory margin.
Three wins in a row ties a Division I
record. Tonight, at 7:30, Armstrong
State is the opponent and we're going
for four in a row. We are excited
motivated and working to win.

The entertainment and feature supplement of

'°*rhe Central Florida Future

BY ALAIN LEVI
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The three young directors
sit answering questions,
slightly nervous at the
prospect of having a stranger
enter their world to ask the
most obvious and basic
questions: Why are you a
theatre major? and What are
your goals?
Their answers all run the
same. It's an addiction, an
obsession, a way of life. Their
chosen major, profession, and
life is a product, they explain,
of something out of their
control, something beyond
the quest for cash.
For Studio E, a student
produced program of three
one act plays, the three
student directors spend at
least four hours a day,
everyday, committed to their
projects. There are daily
rehearsals, the demands of
the lighting and construction
crews, the actors, the set
designers and costumers and
promotion. Then, of course,
the student directors must
continue with their private
lives: full course loads, fulltime jobs, and in one case, a
marriage.
The attraction to theatre
they emphasize, though not
an all or nothing, ''Broadway
or bust'' gambit, is a difficult
and demanding route. Their
hopes lie in graduate schools,
and theatrical competitions,
where they are given the
chance to prove themselves.
It is a game of chance and
skill where their experience
and charisma, talent and luck
will somehow come together
into a satisfying life in
theatre.
The potential directors
researched their one acts in
the summer, reading fully
into the authors of their
choice, trying to find plays
that are not only compatible
to students, but also to the
meagre one hundred dollar
budgets supplied by the
Theatre Department. Their
ubmitted proposals were
r viewed by the department,
who then d cided which
tudents would dir ct for
tudio E.
Though all thr e ''winners''
ppr ·ate th ir chance to
dir t for the thr week of
r h r al their lives and

The cast for The Monkey's Paw is featured in the
above pictures and includes: Kenny Preuss as Mr.
White, Susanne Crosniak as Mrs. White, Mike
Rhodes as Sergeant Morris, Dirk Kuiper as Albert
White, and Tim Groover as Mr. Sampson. Also
fea tu red above are director Sherri Cowell and her
assistant Cecelia Vogelsang. The Monkey's Paw is
based on a story by W.W. Jacobs.

thoughts
have
been
consumed by the theatre.
Pamela Ramey, director of
Tennessee William's one act
Portrait of a Madonna, says
jokingly of working in the
thearte, "It's a compulsion ...
the sub-conscious desire to
destroy oneself.'
"I was a ham"
Sherri Cowell, a senior
theatre major graduating this
semester, chose to direct the
W.W. Jacob's thriller The
Monkeys Paw based on the
Edgar Allen Poe poem.
The story is set in 1940's
England in a small cottage. It
is a dark and stormy night
when an old man enters and
begins to tell the story of the
monkey's paw-- a magical
item which grants three
wi hes if you know how to use·
it.
''You want to choose a play

"After you're in the
show you get the
bite."
• Sherri Cowell
Director of
The Monkey's Paw
that's not only interesting to
you, but to the
students," Cowell explains,
but continues that her choice
involves several older
characters ---a challenge to
the student actor. "You have
to become old, and to know
what goes through an older
person's head."
But Cowell has confidence
in herself and her actors -- a
confidence that is typical of
the department. ''I think our

talent here can be very
competitive. I don't think
people in town realize we have
a very good theatre
department.''
Cowell is defensive about
the notion that theatre is an
easy major.
"After you're in the show
you get the bite," She says,
describing how other majors
sometimes switch to theatre
after having been in a
production. "You can't turn
away from it.:. People say
'You just act?,' and I say 'No,
I don't just act."
"It's exciting because you
are creating something new
every night. After you've
come up with something
you're real proud of... that you
want the whole world to see,
then it's worth it...it's
wonderful .. .it's great!" Her
enthusiasm is matched by her
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torrent of words.
Her choice of a major began
when she was young. "I
started off in church choirs. I
was a ham. I liked it onstage.
Then when I got older I
realized the power that
theatre has. You can't
experience the same thing
going to a moviehouse, or
going to the video store and
playing it on your screen at
home.
Despite her full time job,
classes, she still has time for
Studio E and a husband who
promises to follow her on her
coastwide quest for a job in
theatre. "I don't know how
people survive who don't
have someone to go home to
scream at and cry to."
SEE STUDIO E PAGE 2
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LEAD Team provides learning
BY

Luis

RODRIGUEZ

"LEAD,

will

give

After a succesful fall
semester, the LEAD team is anyone a chance to
getting ready to begin the get
to
know
Spring semester with many
activities open to the student themselves better,
body. One of the activities to learn how to
that they are preparing for is communicate bettheir spring program which
will consist of allowing ter with other peoanyone who wishes to get ple, and learn more
involved with the LEAD about the campus
team and participate in the
many new and exciting itself, all the meanevents that they have while, you meet a lot
planned for this semester.
of people .... "
The spring program has
attracted mostly freshman
however the program is open
to anyone who is interested.
Scott Garrison, one of the
• Scott Garrison
directors of the LEAD team
said that, "We want as many A Lead Team Director
people as are interested to
join, we want this program to
be available to any student at
LEAD, which is already in
UCF and for anyone to feel its third year of existence,
free to take part in.''
initiated last semester a big

brother/big sister program to
help incoming freshman. The
prgoram was very succesful
and it seems to be a first one
of its kind among all
campuses in the nation.
LEAD
provides
information about the
different services and
organizations on campus.
Some of the organizations
which have been involved
with LEAD in the past are
the Counseling and Testing
Center and the Wellness
Center. These groups give
presentations to LEAD
members about their facilities
and services which can help
anyone in leading more
productive lives both
physically and mentally.
Besides these campus groups,
LEAD also invites speakers
to give lectures on different
subjects that could range
from how to improve your
study skills to talking about
past life experiences.

LEAD will concentrate on
doing various exercises with
its members that will help
them
in
learning
communication
and
leadership skills.
LEAD,
will give anyone a chance to
get to know themselves
better, to learn how to
communicate better with
other people, and learn more
about the campus itself, all
the meanwhile, you meet a lot
of people and have a lot of
great fun doing it." Garrison
said.
All throughout next week,
applications will be available
to anyone interested at the
Kiosk or at the reception desk
in the Student Government
offices.
LEAD is encouraging
everyone to apply, the only
requirement needed is a 2.0
overall G.P.A. The first
SEE LEAD PAGE 3

From out of the dark and Into the Light
Into the· light
BY CINDY COWEN

No this is not one of those nonessential columns that you need not
read because you don't know who I am,
and you could not care less what my
opinions are. This is a column that plans
to bring you interesting tidbits of
information, trivia if you will. In other
words I will bring you out of the dark
and into the light.
On January first The Washington

STUDIO E, FROM PAGE 1

Cowell also has time for some
unique suggestions. ''I think everyone
on campus should take advantage of
our live theatre at least once before
they graduate. I think that should
almost be a prerequisite."
"I would always wonder all my life"
Richard Duncan, director of comedy
Amicable Partings, explains the
difficulties of leading a life in theatre.
"Most people here feel that they had to
get into theatre. It's not so academic,!
it's an art... If you've got a lot of feeling
in yourself you can do wonders, but
there is a big burn-out rate. If you're
not completely addicted you re not
going td last a semester.''

Duncan was a computer engineering
major before he decided to switch to
theatre. "I got tired of it. I wanted to
do what I wanted to do all my life which was act. It s got to be in you to
major in something as crazy as theatre.
To give four years of your life to
something that is so competitive that
you mean nothing on the whole scale of
things."
The theatre at UCF, he continues,
'is a microcosm of the real world - the
real theatre world. I switched to
theatre because I decided you ha~ e to
do what you have to do. I would always
wonder all my life.''

Post published what they call The List,
the "in things" and "out things" for
1987, written by Nina Hyde. For those
of you who missed seeing that edition, I
give you a few samples. Underwear as
outwear is in and no underwear is out
(was it ever in?); The constitution is in
and the Statue of Liberty is out; bows

and buttons are in and chains and
zippers are out; black and white are in
and colorization is out; Beastie boys are
in and Run-DMC is out; Doug Flutie is
in and Jim McMahon is out, Bon Jovi is
in and Twisted Sister is out, Billy Joel is
in and Christie Brinkley is out; and of
course there is one more, Foreign
correspondents are in and columnists
are out, Oh well.

SEE IN-OUT PAGE 3

marriage. "Compatibility is not a gift.
It's something you have to work for. It
wasn't a give-and-take relationship. It
was just a take," Duncan said.
Like the other directors, Duncan
enjoys his job. "A director is playing a
chess game," he says, quoting Burt
Reynolds, "where he moves the actors
around. It's like a composition. The
actors are his instruments to relay the
message to the audience.'' But he adds,
"We're working together, as a team."

"I can't quit doing this"
Pamela Ramey has experience in
painting and in creative writing which is her major. But the theatre she
says ''is a compulsion.'' She chose to
direct Tennessee William's "Portrait
of a Madonna," the story of a woman
still insanely suffering the pain of a
childhood heartbreak, thirty years
later. Pamela speaks of her desire to
go further into theatre, as do the
others. But she says, "I really want to
teach, and I want to do something
worthwhile.'
· But whatever it is, it's going to have
to be in the theatre. "Of writing, art,
and theatre I feel that I am better
suited personality-wise for theatre. I
love this more than the others. I can't
quit doing this."

Performance Dates

Studio E ticket vouchers are
available at the Student
His choice of the George S. Kaufman
Government Kiosk. After obPhotos by Donna Calloway
and Leueen
acGrath one act is
~g
a
voucher
call
the
Amicable
Parting
by George
e peciall , interesting. There. are only
two character . The stor r concern a . Theatre department at Kautrnan is the come:dy featured in
couple dividing their belonging as
275-2862 for reservations. The S ud10 E. The cast includes Chris
they prepare for a di'\orce.
performances are Jan. 23 and 1 H~tfi~ld as Bill Reynolds and
The couple struggles as thev de cend
p.m.
Vic ~no s?i:zano as his soon to be
24 a
for the final time into the pains of eir
ex-wife Alicia.

Calend ·r
• THE CIVI THEATRE
The Civic Theatre of C ntral
Florida· Drama Academy will
offer a pecial workshop,
'Auditioning, How to ... ", on
Jan. 24 from 10 - 12 noon. Th
workshop will be conducted b:
Micael Fortner, th Civi
Theatre's Arti tic Director, who
will share his insights on audition
techniques. Open to all ag
groups, the cost of the work hop
is $5. For information or to
register call 896-7365.
•
ANNIE
RUSSELL
THEATRE
Dance Alive!, the second offering
in Rollins 86-87 CoUeg Dance
Series, will present its single
performance on Jan. 17 at 8 p.m.
Dance Alive! is a Gainsville ba ed
dance company with national
exposure. The Rollins Dance
Series is a three performance
season and .Dance Alive! is the
second in the series. Tickets are
available daily from 1 to 5 p.m. at
the Annie Russell Theatre Box
Office. For information call
646-2145.
• ATLANTIC CENTER FOR
THE ARTS
Works on Paper by sculptor
Edward Mayer will be on display
at Atlantic Center for the Arts in
New Smyrna Beach from Jan. 16
through Feb. 22. Mr. Mayer will
join multimedia artist and
performer Terry Allen and poet
_Ropnald H. bayes for the Feb.
Residency at ACA.
•
LEU
BOTANICAL
GARDENS
Harry P. Leu Botanical Gardens
will be offering a workshop
entitled, Introduction to Bonsai
beginning Jan. 22 and continuing
for 5 consecutive Thurs. evenings
from 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in the
Garden cottage. Members cost is
$50 and non·members cost is $58.
Registration is required. For
information on class registration
call 849·2620.
• THE MAITLAND ART
CENTER
There will be a callery exhibition
on Jan 16 called Collector's
Choice. Works by six local and
regional artists will be presented.
The exhibition continues through
Feb. 15.

• CIVIC THEATRE
Pack of Lies, an intriguing drama
based on an actual Soviet spy
ring capture in England in 1961,
will open at the Civic Theatre on
Jan. 9 and will play through Jan.
25. The play centers on a middleclass English family that is
persuaded by British Intelligence
to allow their home to be used as a
watching post during a spy
catching operation. This timely
and compelling story of innocent
bystanders caught up in a web of
deceit and betrayal, will appear
on the Edyth Bush Theatre stage
and at the Civic 'rheatre stage at
the Civic Theatre Complex in
Loch Haven Park. Tickets are $9
and $10 ($6 for students age 21
and under). For information call
896·7365.

Confetti
Cindy Cow.-n
Editor

Ahtin r1P\';
Asst. bdi tor
Theresa Altomarf'
Art Dirpc·tor
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ARIES, (March 21-April 19). Wat.ch
out, a sorority sister or fraternity
brother may be out to ruin you by
telling lies. Don't just stand there and
take it - do something about it! A
good week to look for that guaranteed
student loan. Treat yourself to a
decent, nutritious meal when the
money comes through.
TAURUS, (April 20-May 20). Warm
thoughts from those who you've
forgotten that care will arrive in the
mail. Give that special person a hug
today, they need it. That class that
you thought you would hate turns out
to be okay.
GEMINI, (May 21-June 20). Get
outside and enjoy the sunshine, but
beware of men in blue cars, they are
dangerous. Try not to stay up late,
that textbook can wait until morning.
Keep lines of communication open,
something will happen in your favor.
CANCER, (June 21-J uly 22). That
special person that you thought you
had a chance with decided otherwise.
If they haven't told you yet, beware,
maybe you can get them before they
get you. That purple outfit you got
for Christmas will come in handy.

f:,EAD FROM PAGE 2
meeting will be on Thurs.
Feb. 5th, and they will
continue to be held on
Thursday nights from 7 to 9
p.m., at the Student Center
Auditorium.
With the success of such
inn ova ti ve programs such as
the big brother/big sister
program, their growing
popularity among students
and the new and exciting
events they have in store for

LEO, (July 23-Aug.22). Don't try to
fade those new jeans and you can
forget putting a fake hole in the knee.
The color white will do you in, and it
might not necessarily be the wedding
dress kind. Call your Mom and tell
her what you think about the nasty
letter
she
sent
you.
VIRGO, (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Why
have you been hiding under your
covers? Don't feel guilty about those
things you can't control. Be honest
and try to see the light keep, an open
mind. Read a good book besides those
required this semester, make time for
it, you will enjoy it.
LIBRA, (Sept. 23 · Oct. 22). Go
shopping with that first pay check of
the new year! Be good to yourself this
week. Talk that special someone into
taking you out, it will not only

the student body at UCF
during this next term, it is ·
very clear that this fairly new
organizatiop is one to look out
for in the future. Garrison
has high hopes for the
organization, he believes that
soon LEAD will be just as
popular and prestigious as
other well known groups in
campus such as Orientation
team and Peer Advisement
team. He's hoping to increase
the number of big brother and
big sister in the fall to
perhaps a 100 LEAD

BEAT THE CLOCK
MONDAY
8:00 FREE DRINKS
9:00 ~0¢ DRINKS
10:00 $1.00 DRINKS
· 1-2 50¢ DRINKS

TUESDAY
SINK·OR·SWIM
50 cent DRINKS
FROM 8 TO 10

CAPRI OR , (De . 22-Jan. 19).
omeone ou lo t track of will call
you. Becai=eful the' ma. have alterior
motive . Your new roommate i
nocturnal whi h is bad for ou. You
will begin to wonder if college
students really do sleep. The new
Bruce \ illis album will be in your
future soon.
Have fun· you've
improve your relationship, you will been worrying too much about school
learn something interesting.Highlight which can be just as hard as not
on squid, lychee nuts, Lake Jessup worrying enough. If opportunity
lobster and kiwi fruit. Don t be afraid knocks, answer.
to look for answers from others. This
doesn't mean cheating on an exam!
AQUARIUS, (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). It's
SCORPIO, (Oct. 23-Nov. 21). You did time to be different, just be yourself.
it again didn t you? Quit spending This is a good week to get a hair cut,
your money, its time you were on a infact you need one. Someone who yu
budget. Stay away from the color red, just met will think you're pretty
it will mean more than bad luck for special, beware.
you. Your phone bill will be extremely
large this month.
PISCES, (Feb. 19-March 20). Feeling
worn down? Could be your lifestyle.
SAGITTARIUS, (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). It s time to slow down, no more late
Your long lost enemy will appear in nights. Pay attention to those things
your life again, it's time to decide if you often over look. Your roommate
they really are your enemy. Be will get under your skin this week,
aggressive when it comes to getting good time to tell him/her to clean up
things done. This is not a good week their act. Break down a buy yourself a
to spend a lot of money.
desk-top calendar.

members. These members will
be selected from those
members which have shown
exemplarary dedication to the
program in the spring.
Garrison went on to
comment, "We are a very
diversified group with many
different opportunities and
services for different types of
people, No matter what
you're looking for, you'll find
it in LEAD, for anyon~ who
decides to join, it will be a
valuable experience which
you will never forget."

IN-OUT FROM PAGE 2
----------I polled some of the
employees of The Central
Florida Future and have
compiled a list of what we
think is "in" and what is

section is out (biased aren't
we). Jeans and lace are in and
izods and loafers are out.
Converse is making a
comeback, and Reeboks are

out (managing editor's
conception), art directors are
"out". Bruce ·Willis is in and
in and editors are out {art
Don Johnson is out,
director's
conceI?tion).
monogamous is in and
sodomy is out, Giants are in
And so it goes, or it doesn't.
and the Bears are out, The Here at the Central Florida Confetti section is in and The Future it is highly debatable.
Orlando Sentinel Style

WATCH THE SHOW·ON
WIDE SCREEN T.V.I
CONTESTS, PRIZES
8' T-SHIRTS

SATURDAY NIGHT·
THE PARTY NEVER STOPS

SUPER SUNDAY
PARTY
NO COVER
CHARGE

•
41 Confetti, January 15, 1987

•

8 Ball and Table Tennis
Tournament
January 24/25
8 Ball Men
8 Ball Women

Table Tennis Singles Men
Table Tennis Singles Women

•
•

Table Tennis Doubles Men
Table Tennis Doubles Women

FREE! Sign up in the
Student Center Gameroom
•

Winners to represent UCF at the ACUI Regional Tournament
at the University of Florida on Feb. 6-8

•

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•••
••
••
••
••
•••
••
••
••
••
••
•

•

•
•
Let Uncle Sam ••
Pay For Your •••
•
•
Spring Break Ski ••
•••
Trip
••
*FILE y OUR TAX RETURN
••
EARLY AND YOUR CHECK
••
••
SHoUID BE BACK IN TIME FoR
THE TRIP!
•••
••
Mt.Snow, Vermont •
•
•
March 14-21 $370 -tc•
•

For More Information Call275-2611
or Go To The Student Center Main
Desk!
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